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What is Prosoft Engineering Pvt. Ltd.? Prosoft Engineering Pvt. Ltd. is a leading Open Source 3D Game development company
(www.playloadx.com) based out of Bhubaneswar, India. We are working on developing free and commercial Open Source games based on Open

Source Game Engines like Game maker, unity and unreal engine. We also provide game development services as per your requirements and
budgets. We believe in Open Source Initiatives as it helps us to share the knowledge and avoid vendor lock-in. Our team of designers and

developers have worked on various 3D games and softwares as a team. Contact us at: [email protected] or [email protected] or through our
website The main aim of the Prosoft Engineering is to share the knowledge and experience of Open Source game development. We teach people

to share, to participate and to learn through Open Source projects. We are happy to have following Open Source projects based out of Prosoft
Engineering Pvt. Ltd. You can learn through the following projects.Bushfires (album) Bushfires is the third studio album by the American band

Shokran, released on September 11, 2011. A promotional single for the album, "Love Me Tomorrow", was released on July 21, 2011. The album
was nominated for a 2011 Independent Music Award for best newcomer. Background and recording Bushfires was recorded at an abandoned
school in Bucks County, Pennsylvania and mixed at The Boat Factory in nearby Newtown. The record features guest appearances from both

established musicians in the indie rock scene as well as new acquaintances of the band. Promotion First single "Love Me Tomorrow" was made
available for digital download by The Fader on August 18, 2011. The physical and digital versions of the album were made available on September
18, 2011. Reception Bushfires received critical acclaim upon release. NPR described the album as a "solid debut" and "extremely well-produced".

Allmusic called the album "a bracing burst of intense pop that runs roughshod over the stresses of the modern world". Rolling Stone placed
Bushfires at number 22 on their "Albums of the Year" list. Track listing Personnel Shokran Anthony "Took" Meunier – vocals, guitar, bass, organ,

synth, piano, keyboard, 648931e174
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I'm looking for a way to pass this information to a script on my Windows command line. A: First you need to understand whether the file is plain
text, or something like HTML and/or RTF. So you can do something like strings archivename or file inarchivename Ask HN: Where can I learn

Android development? - malandrew I have a decent amount of professional experience in C and Java. Most of the work I have done is in the cloud.
I would like to get more serious about Android and possibly create some apps of my own, but I am not sure where to start. Any suggestions for

books, tutorials, websites, etc.? ====== bradhe Anything Android related is on Google: There are also Android training courses: [ Not sure about
any pre-made tutorials, but if you have experience with C/Java I'd suggest starting with the Android SDK. ~~~ psbp I'd recommend starting with
the Android SDK. At least for the basics. You can learn the rest of the tech as you go. ------ callmeed You need to be more specific. Are you trying
to get into mobile development? Do you want to create native apps for the iPhone/Android? The purpose of the International Workshop on Swine

Inflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD) is to meet the need for high quality, well-controlled, scientific studies of the complex etiology and pathogenesis
of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), including Crohn's disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). The workshop will bring together the best experts
in the field, to review the state of current knowledge in the areas of immunology, genetics, and mechanisms of inflammation. The event will also
be of benefit to young investigators in the field of IBD, to increase their knowledge and identify their future research interests. The workshop is
being organized by the Inflammatory Bowel Disease Center at the National Institutes of Health with strong support from the international IBD

research community. An international team of the investigators involved in the planning for this workshop will work with the Institute of Medicine
and the National Research Council (NRC) to organize the
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